Date: Wednesday, May 16th at 3:00 p.m., CDT

Dynamic PE ASAP – Create Custom Lessons in Seconds with Dr. Robert Pangrazi

Dr. Pangrazi shares the new, digital version of his curriculum, Dynamic Physical Education. This time-saving, adaptable format allows you to customize lessons and plan out your week using drag and drop functionality. Easily filter the research-backed lessons and activities by grade level or equipment type, or view the entire curriculum in its designed format. Join Dr. Pangrazi as he showcases this new online format of Dynamic Physical Education curriculum.

About the Presenter:

Robert Pangrazi is a Professor Emeritus at Arizona State University and an Educational Consultant for Gopher Sport. Pangrazi has been in the education field over 50 years. He began his career as a 5th grade teacher and was an ASU professor of physical education for 32 years. Pangrazi has published over 60 textbooks and 100 research and professional articles. He has been an invited speaker at nearly 500 national and international conferences.

Attend to Win:

Rainbow Coated-Foam Ball Pack, ($299 Value!)